Mouse models of Alzheimer's disease: insight into treatment.
Mice overexpressing mutant Alzheimer's disease (AD)-related proteins exhibit many of the neuropathological and behavioral features of the human disease. Transgenic animals have been created that express mutations in the amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin (PS)1, and PS2, and also animals expressing more than one of these mutations. For example, in APP mouse models, there are age-related accumulations of amyloid-beta (Abeta)-containing neuritic plaques in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex, activation of astrocytes and microglial cells in regions containing plaques, and degeneration of cholinergic nerve terminals in brain regions that eventually become plaque containing. Missing in the APP and PS mouse models are neurofibrillary tangles and robust neuronal loss in cerebral cortical and subcortical regions such as the basal forebrain cholinergic and locus coeruleus noradrenergic nuclei. Neurofibrillary tangles can be produced in mice expressing mutant tau protein, and the tangle formation is further enhanced in animals that also express mutant APP. Studies in APP mouse models indicate that, like AD, there are abnormalities in adult hippocampal neurogenesis. The animal models of AD have been used to develop and test treatments that reduce brain levels of the Abeta42 protein, neuritic plaque load and glial activation, and some have been found to restore learning and memory function. If such treatments can be shown to stop the neurodegenerative process and restore hippocampal neurogenesis, damaged brain circuits may be replaceable in patients with AD.